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A close up of the rig with a, turning in process, that will be a handle for tools I produce.

        Shop Built Duplicator                                             Shared by Don Derry

Here is a simple practical duplicating attachment for a wood lathe.  It can easily be

made in an afternoon and even has some advantages over the expensive manufactured

duplicators.  With this simple duplicator the operator has the opportunity to change the

angle of presentation of the tool bit.  The manufacture duplicators allow for the tool bit

to only go in and out at 90 degrees to the axis of rotation.  By shifting the angle of

presentation to one side or the other you’re able to get shearing cuts that can allow for a

finer finish off the scraping cutter.  

Thanks to Marco Berera from Canada, I was able to cobble together this design from an

article he sent to me that introduced the concept. I have since lost the article but the

concept is so simple that these photographs should give enough information to put
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This is the shoe that holds the cutter.  Notice it has a guide pin directly below the 3/16 half

round cutter.  The cutter may be adjusted for optimum height with the two allen head cap

screws. it can be set to just above or below center depending on the shape of the tool bit. The

shoe slides independently on the foundation table.
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Here is a good overhead view showing the table, with the profile template, indexed an screwed

to platform about an inch and a half above the table.  This gives the nose of the shoe room

th slide under the  template so the guide pin can ride against the template
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A head on view of the table with the template attached to a riser.  The profile template,

cantilevers out from the riser to meet the guide  pin,.  The profile edge will be will be directly

under the wood blank.
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Obviously, you will not see this hand in any fashion magazines but it will serve well to give a

sense of  scale.
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Thats it, the whole enchilada .  It started out as a proto type and worked so well that I just

kept using it.  If I were to do it over I would make it out of aluminum.  The extra stiffness

would be a welcome addition.  I would also make the black steel parts of the tool bit holder

longer and more robust.  Again, stiffness and weight are always your friend.  I would also

leave a space open between the table and the template riser so the Chips would not get clogged

up under the template. 

This brings me to an old school adage, a mill wright friend, shared with me.  

“ If it is over built you will never know.  If it is under built you will always know.”

  Quoted from Norman Champagne 1986 .  When I met him Norm had already forgotten more about how to make stuff work

than I will ever learn.  Norm died in 1989.




